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Abstract.
A new mechanism is proposed for predicting
and interpreting the motion of auroral arcs observed in the
nightside ionosphereduring the expansion phase of a substorm.

This

mechanism

is centred

arcs act as visible manifestations

on the

of the arrival

idea

that

such

of earthward-

propagating shock wavesin the near-Earth magnetosphere.
These shock waves are generated at a near-Earth X-line,
and propagate at the local Alfv6n speed. Because of the
non-uniform nature of the magnetised plasma in the magnetotail, dispersionresults in a change in the shape of the
wave fronts as the shockspropagate towards the ionosphere.
Theoretical analysis showsthat a variety of arc motions can
occur as a result of this dispersion, depending on factors
such as the reconnection rate, the location of the reconnection site, and gradients in the magnetic field strength and
plasma density.

Introduction

central to the development of a substorm, and that the auroral breakup observed at substorm onset is associatedwith
processeswhich occur in the vicinity of a near-Earth Xline. It combinesthe main ingredientsof Petschek-type re-

connectionmodels [Petschek,1964; $emenovand Vasiliev,
1985] - the MHD shockwaveswhich have been observed
in spacecraftdata and simulations[Feldmanet al., 1984;
$choler,1991],and their associatedfield-alignedcurrentswith those of auroral arc theories[Borovsky,1993] - the
upward field-aligned currents associatedwith electrons precipitating into the ionosphere, and near-Earth acceleration
mechanismssuch as double layers to achieve the required
energisation.

The proposal that the auroral breakup phenomenon can
be interpreted as the manifestation of magnetotail reconnec-

tion is not new [Hill and Reiff, 1980;Pudovkinet al., 1990;
Rostoker,1991;Atkinson,1992]. What is new is the proposition that the location

and motion

of auroral

arcs observed

during the expansionphaseof a substormcorrespondsto the
ionospheric manifestation of upward field-aligned currents
induced by earthward-propagating shock waves, which are
generated by a bursty, Petschek-type reconnection process
the solarwind, magnetosphere,
and ionosphere[Bone,1996]. in the magnetotail current sheet.
The study of this phenomenonprovides, potentially, an emThe next section contains the body of this article; here
pirical means of monitoring processessuch as reconnection we introduce the new mechanism and analyze its main fea[Hones,1984], but there are still many unansweredques- tures using a simplified model of the current sheet geometry
tions relating to the formation, structure and dynamics of in the magnetotail. We show that the auroral manifestation
auroral arcs. Of particular interest to us is the need to of magnetotail reconnectionincludes poleward and equatorexplain the auroral breakup phenomenon, i.e., the intensiward moving arcs, as well as arcs which show a combination
fication and rapid poleward jump of the auroral arc which of these types of motion. Hence, the new mechanism premarks the poleward boundary of the nightside auroral oval
dicts a richer variety of arc motions and morphologythan is
at substorm onset. Recent observations
have revealed that
commonly supposed.
subsequentlynew arcs appear northward of the onset arc,
The stunning light show observed in the upper polar atmosphere,known as the aurora, is a dramatic manifestation
of the complex sequenceof interactionswhich occur between

with a reducedpolewardvelocity[Kornilovaet al., 1996].
A New Mechanism
This stage also marks the (re)appearanceof equatorward

for Interpreting

Auroral Dynamics

moving arcs.

In this article we present a new mechanismfor interpreting the observed dynamic behaviour of the aurora during
the expansion phase of a substorm. This phase of the substorm can be explained in terms of the onset and subsequent enhancement of magnetotail reconnection, often associated with the appearance of a new reconnection site

Figure i shows a schematic illustrating the new mechanism for interpreting the motion of auroral arcs during a
magnetosphericsubstorm. We supposethat reconnectionis
initiated along a near-Earth X-line at the onset of a substorm, as the result of an abrupt drop of the plasma conductivity inside the diffusion region. This decrease in the
(X-line) closeto Earth (-• 20 RE). The new mechanism conductivity is accompaniedby the appearance of a reconbuilds on the hypothesis that magnetotail reconnection is nection electric field along the X-line, which is dissipative
in origin. In the process,pairs of nonlinear shock waves are
generated which propagate earthward and tailward along
Copyright1999by theAmericanGeophysical
Union.
the magnetotail current sheet. Plasma convecting in towards the current sheet is acceleratedacrossthe wave fronts,
Papernumber1999GL900526.
0094-8276/99/1999GL 900526505.00
thus establishing an outflow region of reconnectedplasma.
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Figure 1. Schematicillustrating the new mechanismfor predictingand interpretingthe location and motion of auroral
arcsduring the substormexpansionphase. Reconnectionat a near-Earth X-line generatespairs of shockwavespropagating

in oppositedirections.The earthward-propagating
shocksare shownat twodifferenttimes,labelled(1) and (2), respectively.
In the near-Earth magnetospherethe shocksand associatedfield-aligned currentstrigger double layers, labelled DL, which
accelerate charged particles towards the ionosphereand upper atmosphere. The precipitating particles then give rise to
visible emissionsin the form of auroral arcs, the motion of which reflects the arrival time of different parts of the shock
fronts. In this particular case, equatorward moving arcs are generated, as indicated by the bold arrows along the surface
of the Earth.

With time, both the volume of reconnectedplasma, as indi- invoke an additional acceleration mechanism; we do this in
cated by the size of the outflow region, and the amount of the form of a double layer, labelled DL in Figure 1. This is
reconnectedflux, as indicated by the poleward displacement a region in the near-Earth magnetosphere,at an altitude of
of the separatrix(the magneticfield line markingthe bound- say I - 2 Rs along the auroral field lines, where a localised
ary betweenthe reconnectedand unreconnected
field lines), breakdown of the frozen-in condition gives rise to the apincrease. Once reconnection ceases,the outflow region and pearance of parallel electric fields. We assume,furthermore,
the separatricesdetach from the inactive reconnectionsite, that it is the arrival of the incoming shock waves and the
and the current sheet is re-established.
associatedfield-aligned currents which in some way triggers
The characteristic speed of propagation of the shock the appearance of the double layer, and hence the precipwaves is the local Alfv•n speed
itation of energetic charged particles into the ionosphere.
Thus, the location and motion of auroral arcs, as indicated
B
by the thick bold arrows along the Earth's surfacein Figure
1, reflect the different times of arrival of different portions
where B is the local magnetic field strength and p is the of the shock front in the near-Earth magnetosphere. Our
mass density. If, as we suggest here, it is the arrival of suggested
mechanism
thereforecombinesa generator/source
the earthward-propagating shock waves in the near-Earth mechanismin the form of a Petschek-typereconnectionpromagnetospherewhich eventually triggers the appearanceof cessalong a near-Earth X-line to explain the location and
auroral arcs in the nightside ionosphere,then in order to motion of the bright auroral arcs observed during the exinterpret the motion of these arcs we have to take into ac- pansion phase of a substorm, with a near-Earth acceleracount the finite propagation speed of the shock waves as tion mechanismin the form of a double layer to produce the
they travel from the magnetotail reconnectionsite towards required energisationof the charged particles precipitating
the ionosphere.In particular, the shape of the shockfronts into the ionosphere.
will change due to the non-uniform nature of the plasma
To investigate the consequencesof this mechanism in
medium through which the waves propagate, and this will more detail, we consider a simplified two-dimensional curin turn affect the location and dynamics of the observed rent sheet geometry, as illustrated in Figure 2. The central
auroral arcs. This is illustrated in Figure 1, which shows current sheet is denoted by the hatched region, and we have
the location and shape of the earthward-propagatingshocks introduced a Cartesian coordinate system in which the posbounding the outflow region at two different times: just af- itive x-axis is tangential to the current sheet and points

VA= •,

(1)

ter a pulseof reconnection,
labelled(1), andsometime later
as they approachthe ionosphere,labelled(2).

tive z-axis is perpendicular to the current sheet and points

Acrossthe shockfronts, plasma is acceleratedto the upstream Alfv•n speed,which correspondsto energiesof order
i keV for the protons and 10 eV for electrons. This is not
sufficient to explain the appearance of the bright arcs observed during substorms, which requires energies of order
1- 10 keV for the precipitating particles, and so we need to

with observationsplotted in magnetosphericcoordinates.
As mentioned before, the shock fronts evolve as they
travel away from the reconnection site. This evolution depends on the nature of the non-uniform magnetisedplasma
medium through which the shockspropagate. In particular,

earthward(from right to left in the figure), and the posinorthward(upwardin the figure);this facilitatescomparison
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Figure 2. Simplifiedrepresentationof the magnetotailcurrent sheet geometry. The current sheet is indicated by the
hatched horizontal bars, and the thin aprowedlines show the magnetic field lines in the northern lobe. The bold curvy

linesshowthe shapeof the wavefront of the shocksgeneratedat a near-Earth X-line (to the right of this figure) as they
propagatetowardsthe Earth (to the left). Snapshotsare shownat three differenttimes,labelledtx, t2, and ta, to illustrate
the effectsof dispersionas the shockspropagate earthward. Two sequencesare shown;the top sequencecorrespondsto the
caseof a strong gradient in the plasma density perpendicular to the current sheet, and the bottom one to a weak gradient.

since the shock waves propagate at the local Alfv6n speed

distance

(equation(1)), we may anticipatethat gradientsin the mag-

measured at the time of reconnection onset, and tree, the
time at which the field line reconnects. Combining equa-

netic field and the plasma density lead to dispersion, and
hence a change in the shape of the shock fronts as different
plasma conditions are sampled, as illustrated in Figure 2.
This dispersionin turn will affect and determine the motion
of auroral arcs in the nightside ionosphereif, as we suggest,
the arcs are the visual

manifestation

of the arrival

in the

it has to convect

in towards

the current

sheet as

tions (2) and (3), we can expressthe time trec as a function of z, the coordinate perpendicular to the current sheet:

t•

= tr•(cb(z)) = t•(z).

The locationand shapeof the

shock fronts can therefore be derived from an equation of
the form

near-Earth magnetosphereof reconnection-generatedshock

x(•, t) = V• (•)[t - t•(•)]

(S)

waves.

To put these qualitative arguments on a firmer footing,
we now apply some simple theoretical arguments. Application of Faraday's law showsthat the amount of reconnected

magneticflux per unit length of the X-line, qb(t),can be
written in terms of the reconnection
electricfield E* (t):

½(t) =

f0t

where t is the time measured
The

reconnected

(2)

where t•(z)

motion of auroral arcs, we set x(z,t) equal to a constant
value, correspon&ngto the distance between the X-Bne and
its near-Earth projection, and then differentiate the above

expression(5) to obt•n the fo•owingequationfor the northsouth component of the arc velocity, U•:
--1

from the onset of reconnection.

flux can also be defined

in terms

is the time elapsedsincethe onsetof r•on-

nection for a field •e marked by the value of z. To examine
how the dispersionof the shocksaffects the corresponding

U•=dz=
(dt•
I dV•At)
dt
dz
V•
dz
'

of the

(6)

magnetic field according to the formula
where •t

•b(z)=

f0zB•(z') dz',

(3)

where B• is the component of the magnetic field tangential
to the current sheet. This equation can also be written in
differential

form

= t-

t•

(4)

Furthermore, since for an initially static configuration the
pressuregradient force is balanced by the ampere force, the

magnetosphere. Using equations

(2) and (4) togetherwith the •ain rule for differentiation
we obt•n

dt•

as

B•= d•b
dz

is the time it takes to travel from the

X-line to the near-E•th

=

dt•

d•

=

B•

(7)

Substitutinginto •uation (6) and with somerearrangement
we fina•y obtain the fo•owing rather simple expressionfor
the arc motion:

plasmapressure(and hencethe density) is constantalong

,
(1

the field lines. Hence, for our purposes it is the density
gradient perpendicular to the current sheet which is the im-

,

(8)

portant factor affectingthe Alfv6n velocity(1).

where we have introduc• two dimensionlessparmeters d•

As reconnectionproceeds,we can imagine magnetic field
lines convectingin from the plasma sheet and tail lobes to-

fined as

wards

the central

current

sheet.

Each

field line can be la-

belled uniquely by specifyingthe appropriate value of z, the

E*

(•1 dVA
a••• --1

•z
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Here e is the reconnectionrate, and X is a parameter which
is the ratio of the scale length of the gradient in the Alfv•n
velocity perpendicular to the current sheet, Az, and the
distance the shock has to travel from the magnetotail to

the near-Earthmagnetosphere,
Ax. Note that equation(8)
overestimatesthe arc velocity; in practice we need to introduce a correction factor to account for the convergenceof
the geomagneticfield lines into the ionosphere.
To interpret the physical significanceof the result we have
obtained, we consider two limiting cases:

e (( X
e>X

==*
•

U,,,.c• eV.a
U,,,-c•-XV.a.

(10)
(11)

In the former case, the arc has a poleward motion which
is proportional to the reconnectionrate; this is most likely
to occur when the reconnectionrate is weak, the gradients
in the magnetic field and plasma density, and hence the
Alfv•n velocity, are weak, and the X-line is situated close
to Earth. For the conversecase, when the secondinequality
applies, the arc movesequatorward, as illustrated in Figure
1. In general, the arc may display a combination of both
types of motion, as illustrated in Figure 2; in this case we
could see more complicated arc structures such as a 'double' or 'C-shaped' one in which the emissionoriginates at a
point from which one branch movespoleward and the other
equatorward. Further analysis is in progressto examine the
spectrum of possiblesignatures,and comparethe theoretical
predictionswith actual observations.

FOR AURORAL

ARC MOTION

long time to arrive, the gradients are strong, and the
reconnectionelectric field is strong.
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